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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter is the last chapter in this research. It consists of the finding

stated in the previous chapter. it is also presented the suggestions dealing with

the improvement of the students book and further studies beyond the scope of

this studies.

A. Conclusion

The Students book for ninth grade written by MGMP Tulungagung have

clasified relevant to the EFL textbook evalution criteria that can be seen from

the chapter 5.

There are the explanations of the relevant criteria;

1. Objectives in this book are always given in te beginning of every chapter,

those objective also implemented in topic and the materilals. The content

of this book also suitable with the exist of KTSP official curriculum.

2. Vocabulary explanation in this book are available in every chapter

3. Approaches educationally and socially acceptable to target Community, it

can see in the activity and materials that contain cultural value. In this case

the material can stimulate students to build cultural of the students

surrounding.

4. Periodic review and test section are provided in every chapter. In this
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book the periodic section always available in every actvivity and the review

section always available in the end of chapter.

5. Appropriate visual material available in this book. In this book the visual

materials are availble in the form of animation picture, ilustrtion picture,

ilustration photo and the other.

6. Interesting topic and task, in this book the topic and task are for ninth

grade of junior high school. The book gives interesting topic and it is

acquainted.

7. Clear instruction are used to conduct activity in this book, in this book all of

instructions are written in understandable and clear for the learners.

8. Clear attractive layout, easy print to read. In this book provides layout and

the cover interesting print out. In the others side the words also correctly

spelled.

9. Content clearly organized and graded. In this book, the format of each

chapter is same. That is objective then explanation materials and followed

by practice or exercise.

10. Good grammar presentation and practice. This book is always available of

grammar presentation in every chapter and followed by task.

11. Fluency prctice in all four skill. All of four skills in this book have portion

activities and materials in every chapter.

In short based on the explanation, this book need some improvements, but
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this book can be used in teaching and lerning process in the school. In the

other words, the teacher can use this book as a refference or guide in

teaching in the ninth grade junior high school. This book need some

improvement in listening task, layout, colorfull, proportional integrated skill,

suitable media, cassete record and listening transcript.

B. Suggestion

In this study, the researcher expects this study give constribution for the

readers. In this case the researcher have some suggestions for this book, that

can improve the quality of this book.

This study provides the teachers in junior high school some informations if

teachers want to use the students book for ninth grade written by MGMP

Tulungagung as a material in teaching and learning process. From study the

researching, the teacher will know the aspects which need to improve or

develop, change or revised.

In this case the suggestions that should be done before using this book in

teaching and learning process and the next edition book are about, the

improvement, they are:

1. Lay out and picture must be colourful, because it can make the

students are interest in this book.

2. listening skill must include the cassette record and listening

transcript, it can help the students to study this book were easily.
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3. Four skill must be provided in the balance portion.

4. This book needs addition in authentic materials. In this case it can

include journal, newspaper, article and the other sources that can

help students learning this book.

5. The topic in the materials must interesting.

Based on the result of the explanation above, there are suggesstions that

can be offered in use. For the teacher this research can give the information

which part that should improve by the teacher. In another side this research can

give the information for writer (MGMP Tulungagung) which part that need to

improve in the next edition.

The next suggestions is for the other researcher who wants to conduct a

research on the resemble topic students book or textbook, they should be more

careful in choosing and adapting the evaluation criteria. In this case the variable

must be suitable with the textbook which being analyzed.


